Vineeta Nair
stumbled
into the
world of
design blogging through a random
Google search for art,
not knowing that it
would change her life.
Realising the potential
in blogging, she quit
the job at a reputed ad
agency to focus on her
site ArtnLight, where
she shares her passion
for design, decor and
India and also features
homes, artists, photographers and local
shopping.
“I have always
been amazed by the
generosity of the
Internet. Blogging
is being able to be
a small part of that. I
browse the net a lot
for inspiration and
information and I come
across such brilliant
stuff, sharing them is
a logical progression.
Besides, it has been
such an enriching
experience for me in
so many ways.”
An advertising art
director who wanted
to quit but didn’t know
what to quit and do,
today, blogging has
given Vineeta a platform to share her
work, and has made
her business possible.
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Meeta Kabra turned her hobby into a parttime profession in 2006. Her blog – Without
Giving the Movie Away or WOGMA helps
people decide if a movie is worth their time.
“It started off with a need to write about
my opinions on movies. Now it has become all
about my readers. I love my movies and I continue
to enjoy writing about them. But if there ever is an
Friday when I don't feel like writing, I make
myself do it because readers will question me,
come Saturday morning.”
She strongly believes that its unfair to review the
story, so her style is to give reviews “without giving
the movie away.” Apart from blogging about movies,
she also provides SMS and audio reviews, featured
on theindicast.com.

ARUSHI KHOSLA
{BOHEMIAN LIKE YOU}
bohemianlikeyou.net
Profession:
Part-time Blogger/Fashion Writer
Age: 16

MANOU
{WEARABOUT}
wearabout.wordpress.com
Profession:
Fashion Blogger/Writer/Photographer
Age: 28

Street fashion is a hot topic abroad, and the trend is catching on in India as
well. Wearabout, a blog started by freelance photographer Manou, showcases images of people from the streets of Dharamsala, Pushkar, Mumbai,
Jodhpur, Shillong and Delhi. Each with an individual style and personality,
that's what makes his blog a visual treat. On his trip to Dharamshala, he saw
locals donning unique outfits, which inspired him to start a blog. “Mostly it comes
from within, which I think, at times, is also a result of positive feedback I get from
people. It's a nice feeling when people you don't know say positive things about the
work you're doing, and various publications start featuring your work.” He feels that
in India, with less than 10 per cent of its population on the Internet, there aren't many
who are following fashion blogs or taking them too seriously. “It's going to take time
to reach the masses. So maybe a few more years,” he sums up.

TECHNOLOGY

MOVIES

{WOGMA}
wogma.com
Profession: Movie
Reviewer,
Script Consultant
Age: 37

A fashion-geek and British Vogue hoarder, Surabhi blogs to promote Indian
creativity and highlight new designers in the fashion industry. “I saw a disconnect between the fashion industry and the people. Even though there were
some good magazines, they weren't readily available to the masses. I initially
started the blog to express my own opinion on what I saw, experienced and
loved while working in the fashion industry. The readers and their responses really
encouraged me to post more frequently.” Blogging boosted her professional life as
well. “It got me my first assignment to cover Lakme Fashion Week in 2010. What my
blog really did was instil confidence in me,” she says.

Arushi Khosla started at an early age, 15, making her one of the youngest
fashion bloggers in the country. Her blog, formerly FabBlab, features various
facets of the fashion industry including outfits modelled by her, interviews
with photographers, editors and much more.
“Social media has become such an important part of today's fashion industry.
It's all about being involved in the conversation, and not just dictating a monologue.” She explains, “It gave me the sort of base to work with brands I admire,
interview people I look up to, snag internships and other perks. And most importantly, it’s extremely fulfilling to share what you love. I've met many amazing people
through my blog. I wouldn't trade my experience for the world.”

MEETA KABRA

HARSH AGARWAL
{SHOUTMELOUD}
shoutmeloud.com
Current Profession:
Profession:
Professional
Blogger/Entrepreneur
Professional
Blogger and
Entrepreneur
Age:
24
Age: 24

ShoutMeLoud.com, is recognised as one
of India's most successful tech blog. “It
started as a fun and side work while I was
working for an IT firm in Gurgaon. Within
two months of blogging, I received great
response from readers and later on money started
flowing in. That's the time I realised that blogging
has great potential as a career and I left my job and
also declined a job offer from Accenture to become
a full-time blogger.”
Harsh adds, “Just imagine you could graduate and
become your own boss. I work from anywhere and
at anytime. I now run around eight blogs with many
people working on my team. I'm virtually running a
company and nothing could be better than providing opportunities to others as well.”

FOOD

{ARTNLIGHT}
artnlight.blogspot.com
Profession: Design
and decor consultant,
Design blogger
Age: 36

SURABHI CHAUHAN
{AKA LOVESTRUCK COW}
lovestruckcow.blogspot.com
Profession:
Freelance Fashion Journalist.
Age: 24
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ANAMIKA SUREKA

CLYDE FERNANDES

{WISESHE}
wiseshe.com
Profession: Full-time
Blogger
Age: 27

{GOANFOODRECIPES}
goanfoodrecipes.com
Current Profession:
Blogger
Age: 28

A make-up review site, Wiseshe.com,
started by Anamika Sureka offers honest
reviews on almost 60 makeup brands
available in India and worldwide, and the
products are purchased by her.
“I was trying to look my best like every girl wants
to and in the process of getting my vanity case
together. Sadly, there was no one to refer to and
some of the makeup I bought was extremely
disappointing. After getting married, I had to shift
base and take a short break from work. I started
blogging in those two months and I found people
liking it. Slowly my passion turned into an obsession
and I never looked back,” says Anamika.
Blogging has also given her the freedom to
spend more time with family and elevated her
job satisfaction level. She says, “I buy the products
I review but I am sometimes sent products from a
brand. It does demand a lot of effort and time,
more than a day job, but the sense of satisfaction
is immense.”

When Clyde Oliveira Fernandes decided
to quit his lucrative online marketing job to
become a full-time blogger, many raised an
eyebrow over his choice of career. But four
years down the line, this move has proved to
be a fulfilling experience.
“The corporate system really took its toll on me.
I was seeking a more balanced life where I could
pursue my interests, which served as an inspiration
in itself," said Clyde.
His passion for food backed by his intent to
preserve the heritage of rich Goan cuisine,
prompted him to start GoanFoodRecipes.com.
“My mom was a fantastic cook, her recipes were
handed down from her mother, friends, grand
parents and aunts with a rich background of Goan
culture. Good food makes a lot of people smile,
well that's what GoanFoodRecipes.com is
about – spreading joy with the art of cooking.”
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